Three Faculty Honored With Awards

by Colleen Fuller

The Chancellor's Awards for Excellence were presented to three UM-St. Louis faculty members on Sept. 22, in recognition for their outstanding accomplishments and service to the University.

The year's Excellence in Research and Creativity Award was given to Professor Richard H. Mitchell of the History Department. Mitchell is a prominent historian of Japan and its legal system. He has been with the UM-St. Louis faculty for 22 years. Professor William Hal models, "Richard Mitchell is the model of what a historian should be: dedicated, productive and deeply sensitive to the complexities of his unusually difficult field."

Mitchell's current project involves the creation of manuscript and suspected criminals during the pirate era.

Patrick Jakubowski, education professor, received the award for Excellence in Teaching. She is recognized for her teaching accomplishments, her research and for her help in promoting the University's Educational Doctoral Program.

Brock Cotton, associate professor of criminal justice, received the Chancellor's Innovation award, "from a teaching standpoint, there is no question that Dr. Jakubowski is extraordinary. She is a model professor." Her work is well regarded by her students, who appreciate her understanding and patience.

The award for Excellence in Service was presented to Louis Drey. She is a model professor, for his commitment to academic excellence and his efforts. His nomination was supported by numerous leaders.

The University will seek additional financial support for the next three years.

An expansion plan will be formulated to maintain the capacity of each program to accept students.

The University will continue to vigorously seek donations from the private sector.

A recommendation will be made to the Board of Curators to hire a nationally recognized firm to develop a campus master plan.

Within five years, Tolless expects

No Regular Classes In J.C. Penney Warehouse

by Paul State

Talking about J.C. Penney on the UM-St. Louis campus doesn't mean talking about this office, it means the J.C. Penney building. The building with the bulky facade always walks through the day you never half a class. The one that's concerned is the Southern Illinois campus. The one that most people on campus don't know who one is.

Yes, that huge brick building between the Woods Hall and the Student Union.

Now that the J.C. Penney building has been identified, it's time to learn what's about. But before going on the tour, there is first thing that must be said. The J.C. Penney building served more than the University. It served the southern Illinois area in the past.

The Penney building was given to the University by Thomas A. Penney. The University gave the building to the University in memory of his wife, Mary. The University then sold it to build the J.C. Penney building.

Mr. Saturday Night

Homecoming '92

The good and the bad, see Letters to the Editor, page 4.

Homecoming '92

Campus Remodel

The Homecoming game against Ohio State University this weekend, come and cheer on the team!

UM-St. Louis' new engineering program may be utilizing Washington University instead of UM-St. Louis in the future.

The program, suggested by University of Edwardsville President George Wendel, in the U.S. Board of Curators meeting this month, could mean that admissions and supply of teachers would be controlled by Washington University. Wendel referred to the "boisterous" cooperation between the two campuses.

Administrators from both campuses are brainstorming other ways for cooperation. The St. Louis campus has accepted Rolla of school officials and has an agreement with the University of Missouri at Rolla. The agreement is being talked about on the St. Louis campus.

In fact, it would be probable to do what he recommended for the future of the engineering program here. Due to a lack of resources is independently engineering program, the UM-St. Louis campus cannot effectively implement the program, he said.

Russell Wright Jr., UM-St. Louis vice president for academic affairs, has said that, except for the future of the program here, he would agree to boost enrollment. This year, the program's first, has 38 students enrolled. There are nine enrolled on the J.C. Penney building site.

The program is oriented toward part-time and weekend students that are attempting to complete degrees in electrical or mechanical engineering. A panel of state engineers, in a study conducted in May, suggested that a partnership with Washington University could stimulate increased enrollment for local and minority students.

See PENNEY, page 4

Engineering Program Remains at UMSL

September 28, 1992

Chancellor Gives State Of University Address

by Greg Albers

Currently news reporter

UM-St. Louis will go through a "planned" period due to initial tuition and higher admission standards said Chancellor Blanche Trouth during his annual State of the University Address.

By implementing these new standards, we will probably lower our enrollment at the freshman and sophomore levels with the intent of increasing enrollment in upper-level undergraduate and graduate programs," said Trouth. "As those enrollment patterns change, and the campus can accommodate higher enrollment, that campus can undergo a planned period of enrollment and financial adjustment."

Trouth announced the initiation of a new master plan to help the University get through the transition to becoming a higher selectivity University. "The plan will consist of the following steps, "The University Senate Budget and Planning Committee will consult with discussion efforts to create a reasonable budget shortfall, "Reorienting in community colleges will be balanced. "Money will be allocated for a campaign to recruit top school students locally, nationally and internationally.

See PENNEY, page 4

New General Education Requirements Possible

by Thomas J. Kovach

Currently news reporter

University Senate members were told by state chancellor to be "vigilant" because the University of Missouri Board of Curators was moving to change general education requirements next month.

The Curators desire rapid change, said professor Marcilitch, UM-St. Louis senate chairman. "Our real challenge is to know what the Curators are thinking and planning."

Marcilitch said the problem is due to the fact that students.Consumer Council's three Senate members stressed that "the funding for remodeling and renovation comes from a seventy-five percent they feel should only be offered through the continuing education division, not UM-St. Louis University."

When asked about the reserved parking for continuing students, Kochmann replied. "Besides the seventy-five percent, we charge each continuing education student 50 dollars a year for parking, it's not fees." This dollar goes into the general J.C. Penney parking fund, not in the continuing education division.

See PENNEY, page 4

Martinich says the Curators may vote Oct. 22 or 23 in Columbia on requirements that are being compared to those proposed at Michigan State University and the University of Illinois. They are:

-Five hours between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.

-Include writing in critical analysis and a course in foreign language/foreign language.

-One class in mathematics, sociology/anthropology, music.

-Exclude taking an additional class above college algebra.

-Two semesters in foreign language and a course about the culture of the student's people.

-A maximum student/teacher ratio of 5:1.

-A major may be required of students.

-The Interuniversity Council Chairman of the Committee on Continuing Education programming or software applications.

-Nine hours in physical and biological sciences.

-At least one course must include a laboratory.

-Senior seminar course in the major subject.

See PENNEY, page 4

The Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence were presented to three UM-St. Louis faculty members on Sept. 22, in recognition for their outstanding accomplishments and service to the University.

The year’s Excellence in Research and Creativity Award was given to Professor Richard H. Mitchell of the History Department. Mitchell is a prominent historian of Japan and its legal system. He has been with the UM-St. Louis faculty for 22 years. Professor William Hal models, “Richard Mitchell is the model of what a historian should be: dedicated, productive and deeply sensitive to the complexities of his unusually difficult field.”

Mitchell’s current project involves the creation of manuscript and suspected criminals during the pirate era.

Patrick Jakubowski, education professor, received the award for Excellence in Teaching. She is recognized for her teaching accomplishments, her research and for her help in promoting the University’s Educational Doctoral Program.

Brock Cotton, associate professor of criminal justice, received the Chancellor’s Innovation award, “from a teaching standpoint, there is no question that Dr. Jakubowski is extraordinary. She is a model professor.” Her work is well regarded by her students, who appreciate her understanding and patience.

The award for Excellence in Service was presented to Louis Drey. She is a model professor, for his commitment to academic excellence and his efforts. His nomination was supported by numerous leaders.

The University will seek additional financial support for the next three years.

An expansion plan will be formulated to maintain the capacity of each program to accept students.

The University will continue to vigorously seek donations from the private sector.

A recommendation will be made to the Board of Curators to hire a nationally recognized firm to develop a campus master plan.

Within five years, Tolless expects...
HELP WANTED
Part-time child care position available on campus. For more information call Lyna Navito at 553-5088.

Is your Greek organization or club interested in earning $100-$1,500 for their org for an on-campus marketing project? You must be registered and actively working. Call Melanie at (509) 352-1133, ext. 123.
Place your free Classified ad today on the 300-CNK line at 352-1133.

The Current Classified Order Form
For Sale/Help Wanted/Personal
CLASSIFICATION
MESSAGE

Awards from page 1
One of Doyle's colleagues credited him as being "singularly responsible for the development of a department of well-educated, dedicated scholars." Doyle recognized for his work in creating the campus's America's College of Commitment.

University's Equal Opportunity Statement of Commitment
UM-St. Louis is committed to the maintenance and the continuous enrichment of an academic climate that is characterized by diversity, equal education and employment opportunity, and fair treatment.

The dignity of each person is acknowledged and respected; human rights are cherished and protected, and the intellectual, cultural and personal life of the individual is valued and supported. Only through the affirmative efforts of all faculty, administrators, staff and students will such a community be realized.

The University's commitment to affirmative action is grounded in numerous federal and state legislative acts and executive orders, as well as the UM Systems' Collectively Bargained Regulations, which prohibit discrimination in employment and/or higher education programs.

State from page 1
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Criteria Excludes Success
After many years the Homecoming celebration has been resurrected. Some of the festivities include happy hours, a soccer game, and of course the crowning of the Homecoming King and Queen.

The Student Government Association and the Homecoming Committee set down certain criteria for the royal candidates. These criteria must be met in order to participate in the Homecoming tradition at UM-St. Louis. For the last four semesters, must have been involved in a school activity or organization for at least two semesters, must have been sponsored by an organization and the most critical, must have at least a 2.75 cumulative GPA. A student needs only a 2.0 cumulative GPA to serve on the University Senate and Student Government.

The criteria were enforced at the beginning of the semester after UM-St. Louis. Some students here are considered non-traditional who work 2-3 hours a week, commute, and some of whom have families.

The criteria for the King and Queen at this school should be less restrictive. School involvement is rewarding with this being one of the most Homecoming traditions. Many students should not be excluded anyway who would want to be involved.

The SGA president and vice president said the criteria intentionally leaves out different students who ordinarily don't have a chance to be in the spotlight. The criteria should not have been made intentionally difficult because usually, it is the above average students who are involved or are a social group with advantages such as scholarships and their names on the Dean's List. The average student usually does not get that kind or recognition.

The Unfolding
Volunteers from all over the world will begin the unfolding ceremony of the AIDS Memorial Quilt October 9-11, in Washington, D.C. The quilt has more than 21,000 panels, weighs 51 tons and covers 15 acres. This will be the last time it will be displayed in its entirety because of its size. The enormity of the quilt shows the enormity of the AIDS epidemic. More than 200,000 Americans have died from AIDS, but the virus represents approximately 10 to 14 percent of those people. John Higlman, of the St. Louis chapter of the NAMES Project, said many of them need not die for love or knowledge or the disease because they are ashamed for people to know.

No one should have to feel ashamed of AIDS. It is the 6th leading cause of death among people 15-24, and it is estimated that as many as 40 million people will be infected with the virus by the year 2000. The disease, which plays no favorites, is affecting everyone and being ashamed does not help.

Thelma L. Jackson, Aids Advocacy Center, said it is not against raising standards, but it is too restrictive to dismiss so many students.

The quilt shows the enormity of the AIDS epidemic. More than 200,000 Americans have died from AIDS, but the virus represents approximately 10 to 14 percent of those people. John Higlman, of the St. Louis chapter of the NAMES Project, said many of them need not die for love or knowledge or the disease because they are ashamed for people to know.
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**Speaker Describes Advant Of Electronic Media**

by Iris Davis

Current news importer

We are in the midst of the information revolution, David Lipman, chairman of Post Dispatch, said last Thursday. "This is a hypermedia period when you are getting so overwhelmed with information you won't know where to look," he said.

Speaking before Don Burnes' communication class, Lipman said that new developments in technologies—video, text, audio, facsimile, high-definition television (a system for compressing and transmitting TV signals), and fiber optics—are all contributing to the ability to move information in a very rapid and effective manner.

The advent of electronic communications and the compilation of non-traditional news agencies something for a piece of the action. "Suddenly, what we are seeing are Sony, Southwestern Bell, Coxcom, America on Line and the Post Dispatch all fighting over the same piece and beginning to think of themselves as partners in what is becoming a fascinating era of telecommunication or electronic communications," Lipman said.

Lipman said that during these three years Post Dispatch offered Post-Link, First, newspapers are mature industries looking for new revenue streams. Second, there is a desire to maintain the Post's position as the leading information provider in the St. Louis area. Already, according to Lipman, "there is a better definition of electronic media, a first amendment reaction. We feel that we have an obligation to provide information to the public, no matter how the public wants to receive it.

Lipman said that during these three years Post Dispatch offered Post-Link, First, newspapers are mature industries looking for new revenue streams. Second, there is a desire to maintain the Post's position as the leading information provider in the St. Louis area. Already, according to Lipman, "there is a better definition of electronic media, a first amendment reaction. We feel that we have an obligation to provide information to the public, no matter how the public wants to receive it.

**Spicy Crispy Chicken Sandwich. Reg. Fries & Reg. Soft Drink**

**Seasoned Curly Fries extra, Served after 10:30 a.m.**

**Openings exist at the UPS Earth City Facility. For more information, or to apply for an interview, call 553-5317 or visit 346 Woods Pond. We are an equal opportunity employer.**
Discussing "Great" Issues
Outside Of The Classroom
by Mick Bagby
Current Features reporter

"I feel very strongly about students and teaching," says Political Science Professor Marty Rochester. "But there is special dedication to education which earned Rochester the Chancellor's Award for Excellence in Teaching. Because Rochester wants students to involve themselves in educational endeavors outside of the classroom.

To provide students the opportunity to engage in informal education, Rochester and other members of the Political Science Department began the Political Science Academy.

"We realized at a commuter university such as UM-St. Louis, it is very hard to get the kinds of informal, intellectual and social interaction students want and need to become fully involved in campus life. One way to meet this challenge is to provide the type of atmosphere students need in order to get engaged," Rochester said.

So he signed a proposal for a forum for students and faculty entitled "The Great Issues of the Day.

MARTIN ROCHESTER

Australian Art Proves To Be
A Promising Experience
by Ron Turner
Current Features reporter

A visitor to the University of Missouri-St. Louis Center for Metropolitan Studies is in for a real international treat.

On display is a unique photography exhibition, "Imagery of Their Land by Five Australian Photographers."

The show features a wide variety of works by Judith Ahern, Lynn Pool, Andrew Bari, Wendy Raw and Polixeni Papapetrou. Each artist has an individualistic reflection of the land.

The collection ranges from a series of photographs depicting a small town carnival to a single profile of a transvestite to a set of pictures reflecting the rich splendor of a flower garden. While viewing this variation, one is exposed to a vast perception of Australian existence. It is truly worthy of taking the time to experience.

"Imagery of Their Land by Five Australian Photographers" may be viewed from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, in room 362 SSB.

When Rochester visited Australia this past summer he met students, professors, and artists who have developed an individualistic reflection of their land. Rochester has always been interested in students preparing for the meetings. Students will research Chile and the United Nations and try to plan how Chilean delegates will vote in an actual U.N. meeting.

"If we have prepared ourselves well, our students should be doing an accurate job of representing how a Chilean official might vote," Rochester says.

As important as Rochester believes extracurricular activities such as the Political Science Academy and the Midwest Model U.N. are, he also realizes the difficulties some students have making advantage of these opportunities.

"Students are busy," he says. "It's very hard, admittedly, to promote these kinds of extracurricular activities to our commuter campus because the students are busy. We realize that, but we tell them it's their duty to get involved in these activities. We want to do what we can to create these opportunities."


Rochester encourages any student interested in becoming involved in either the Political Science Academy or the Midwest Model U.N. to contact the political science departments in SSB 347.

THE WEDGE

HOMECOMING HAPPY HOUR AT
"THE WEDGE"
4 - 6 P.M. FRIDAY, OCT. 2
$.50 DRAWS $2.50 PITCHERS

Just like the traditions of Homecoming, a new tradition is born. Come join us for two new traditions. Happy hour will continue even after Homecoming weekend.

7312 Natural Bridge Road (at S. Florissant)
Billy Crystal’s Directorial Debut Shines Brightly Every Night

by Carmen Gha & Michelle McKeown
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He's the biggest thing to hit Japan since Godzilla.

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

The UM-St. Louis Chapter Of The American Marketing Association Announces its second bi-monthly meeting.

• Oct. 1
• JC Penney • Room 72
• 2 p.m.
• Everyone Welcome

Need Some Brain Food?
Underground Special

I'm in the mood for some home cooking.

2-piece chicken dinner w/cole slaw & french fries, or corn & roll $2.85 plus tax.

This Friday, UM-St. Louis will bring back a col­
lege tradition the campus hasn't seen in at least 10 years.
A real, live Homecoming celebration will feature a bonfire, a dance, a crew, and unlike UM-St. Louis' last homecoming, a home game will accompany the celebration.

The homecoming game will be played Sunday at Denver Municipal Field. The Rivermen play Oakland University 2:00 p.m. The Pioneers, who are in the Central Region with UM-St. Louis, are perennial rivals, and the Rivermen have not beaten them since 1981.

"The guys are really looking forward to the game," Spokesman-Director Jeff Kachniak said. "We don't want to end our UM-St. Louis careers without beating Oakland.

Despite looking for a homecoming game, that was the one that jumped off the schedule immediately.

A particularly happy hour will be off Friday 4 p.m., at the Ridge, 110 West 7th Street, and draft beer will be $1.50, while pickup beer will cost $2.50.

To keep the team spirit flowing after the activities, there will be a bonfire on the field behind Parking Garage GC (the spot where the Rivermen's baseball games are held during the Fall). The soccer center and coaches are expected invited. The Homecoming Dance will be Saturday night at the King of Columbus Hall, on San Francisco, 7:30 p.m.

To keep everyone in, Complete Music DJ Service will be on the scene. The music guy you want to see will be Brockonwyers. Food and appetizers will be served, and dress will be casual, but at a time limit had not been decided who would cater.

The Homecoming Court, chosen by a committee of faculty and students, will be announced at the dance along with the crowning of the king and queen. There have been some complaints heard around campus over the GPA requirement the SGA has put into the court eligibility, but SGA president, Mike Tomlinson said "We'd be happy to keep the court any way the make the noise we make, the more enjoyable it'll be for everybody," he said.
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Rhoads Continues Solid Play, Wins Back-To-Back Tournaments

Sophomore David Rhoads (St. Louis U High) made a resulting drive on the collegiate golf scene last spring. The University of Missouri-St. Louis standout has continued his solid play this season and now during the fall season for the Riverwomen.

Rhoads has already captured medalist honors twice this month while leading the Riverwomen to a fifth-place finish at the Capital Bank New Classic (Sept. 12-13) in Jackson, Missouri, and a first-place effort in the Baker Fall Invitational this past weekend (Sept. 18-19) in Lawrence, Kansas. Rhoads closed individual hole-two weeks ago with a final-round 72.

"Daven consistency is the thing that is so impressive about his play," says head coach Jim Niederhof. "He rarely makes a mistake that results in a high score."

Rhoads, who qualified for the U.S. Amateur tournament in August and missed match play by just one stroke, has enjoyed a successful Riverwomen career. As a 28-year-old freshman, Rhoads won four tournaments.

Riverwomen Try To Shake Jekyll And Hyde Performances

by Jack C. Wang
Current sports reporter

GREENBAY-We-U-M Missouri's soccer coach Ken Holmber must be scratching his head after his Riverwomen's play last weekend.

After dominating Friday's game against Loyola, winning 5-0, they turned around and lose to Wisconsin-Green Bay 2-0.

"We played exceptionally on Friday. We passed the ball better, knocked 'em around and finished well," Holmber said. "But Saturday's game was different. Thereafter we played better and the game was going to be a little harder. We were like two different teams.

In the seven-win against Loyola, goalkeeper Kelly Hume didn't even break a sweat. Loyola was unable to get a shot on goal during the game. Hume easily collected her second shutout of the year.

Koralek: Sept. 29 and Oct. 5, and continuing for the following two weeks. Watch Uncle Chunkie's billboard for dates.

All Riverwomen And Women Drop Anchor At
UNCLE CHUNKIE'S

Ladie's Night-Tuesday 7 p.m. - $5, a glass of draft beer is only $5.50. Plus other special drinks.

Men's Night-Thursday 7 p.m. - $7. A glass of draft beer is $7.50, and pitchers are $3. Plus other special drinks.

Where is your favorite place to watch sports? Uncle Chunkie's is now on Sunday, Oct. 6.

GREATLY reduced prices on all Uncle Chunkie's on Sunday, Oct. 6.

CARRY OUT BEER ON SUNDAYS!

Rain," Hudson..
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The Rivermen haven’t been to the playoffs for a long time. With the arrival of the new players and the promising players on the team, the chances for success are good. The fans are optimistic about the team's performance this season.

Troops from page 7

The break will be a positive one, especially for the fans' energy levels. We need a break to wash off the momentum of our solid performance. The coaching staff will use this break to assess the team's performance and make necessary adjustments.

Rested from page 7

This is a common phenomenon in football during the last week of the season. We will use this break to recharge our batteries and get ready for the next game.

Finally, we will face Oakland this weekend in their home game. We will be ready to take on their challenges and come out victorious.
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Homecoming Weekend October 2-4

Homecoming Dance will be at Knights of Columbus in downtown Ferguson, 119 S. Florissant. Tickets are $5 for one person or $7 per couple.

DANCE: 7 - 11 p.m. Saturday

GAME: 4 p.m. Sunday Don Dallas Memorial Field. UMSL vs. Oakland University

1 HAPPY HOUR AT THE WEDGE:
4 - 6 p.m. Friday
$.50 draws, $2.50 pitchers

2 BONFIRE:
8:30 p.m. Friday at the Mirthday Fairgrounds

3 DANCE: 7 - 11 p.m. Saturday

4 GAME: Sunday 2 p.m. Don Dallas Memorial Field. UMSL vs. Oakland University

5 POST GAME CELEBRATION AT UNCLE CHUNKIE'S:
Sunday, immediately following the game

CRITERIA FOR KING & QUEEN CANDIDATES

• Must have attended UM-St. Louis for at least four semesters.
• Must have at least 2.75 cumulative GPA.
• Must have been involved in UM-St. Louis activities or an organization for at least two semesters.
• Must be sponsored by a UM-St. Louis organization.
• Organizations may sponsor one king and one queen or a king and queen combination.
• For further information and applications visit the SGA office at 262 U. Center.

Knights Of Columbus

Interstate 70

UM-St. Louis

South Florissant

Natural Bridge

The Wedge